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ABSTRACT 

A BEHAVIORAL INVESTIGATION OF THE THERMAL SOLAR NICHE 

Emma Gerald Boyer, M.S. 

George Mason University, 2014 

Thesis Director: Dr. David Luther 

 

 

The means by which a species survives in different environmental conditions is central to 

thoroughly understanding its ecology, evolution, and conservation.  As we face a 

warming climate, developing a more comprehensive picture of an animals’ energetic 

(specifically, thermal) limitations is critical.  Although temperature is often considered 

the primary parameter governing an animal’s thermal state, water availability, wind, and 

solar energy are also important.  The thermal effect of solar energy is often assumed but 

is rarely measured.  Because behavioral adaptation can be a critical tool for survival in 

changing and highly variable climates, behavioral patterns in relation to environmental 

conditions such as solar energy serve as a central way to assess animal responses to 

climate change.  To investigate this fundamental yet overlooked aspect of environmental 

stress on animals, I conducted a shade manipulation experiment to control the amount of 
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solar energy exposure to free ranging house sparrows, Passer domesticus, and better 

understand the effects of solar energy, particularly at high summer temperatures, on 

animal behavior.  As predicted, bird attendance increased with increasing shade relative 

to the surrounding exposed areas.  In contrast to my predictions bird attendance also 

increased with increasing temperature.  An interaction between temperature and the 

amount of shade was also an explanatory variable for house sparrow attendance, which 

demonstrates the complexity of thermal pressures on animals.  This study shows that as 

we continue to assess and predict how animals respond to climate change, we should 

incorporate behavior and quantify additive thermal pressures such as solar energy. 
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CHAPTER 1 

An animal’s survival and reproductive success is due to a combination of its 

physiological and behavioral abilities to operate in various environmental conditions.  

The weather and climate directly and indirectly affect how and where an animal can live.  

Species distributions, survival, and reproductive success are driven by factors like 

temperature (Root 1988, Butler et al. 2007), food availability (Papes et al. 2012, 

Woodward et al. 2012), and interaction with other species (Case and Taper 2000), all of 

which are variables associated with or affected by weather (Soberón 2007).  Temperature 

and water availability are fundamental abiotic features of an environment that define 

where a species can survive both on large and small geographic scales (Grant 1982, 

Tingley et al. 2009, Pigot et al. 2010, Boucher-Lalonde et al. 2014).  Abiotic 

environmental conditions shape a species’ existence and performance both directly, by 

immediately affecting physiology and behavior, and indirectly, by affecting biotic or 

abiotic factors.  The sum of these conditions can be referred to as an animal’s niche.  

While there is much diversity in the definitions of this term (Schoener 2009), most would 

agree that a niche describes how a species responds to and fits into its environment.  In 

light of climate change and predicting how species will respond, understanding the 

nuances of a species’ niche is critical.  
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An animal’s thermal balance is vital to survival and thermal energy is recognized 

as a primary influence on organisms (Grant 1982, Root 1988, Butler et al. 2007, Tingley 

et al. 2009, Buckley et al. 2012, Oswald and Arnold 2012).  Animals employ different 

strategies for acquiring, producing, and dissipating thermal energy in order to maintain a 

suitable thermal state (Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002).  An animal’s thermal neutral zone 

(TNZ) is the range of temperatures within which they can maintain their basal metabolic 

rate (BMR) and core temperature without energy expenditure for warming or cooling 

(Dawson and Whittow 1976).  Morphology, physiology, and behavior dictate a species’ 

thermoregulatory ability (Oswald and Arnold 2012).  Endotherms maintain a fairly 

constant internal core body temperature through various methods of thermoregulation 

both physiologically and behaviorally (Boyles et al. 2011).  This ability can allow 

endotherms to be active across a wider range of climatic conditions than poikilotherms 

(Buckley et al. 2012), but it can be energetically costly (Boyles et al. 2011).   

Every organism has a temperature range in which they can survive that could be 

considered a thermal niche (Monahan and Tingley 2012), which includes the temperature 

range above and below its TNZ in which it can maintain a constant core temperature.  As 

abiotic conditions near the limits of that niche, organisms must expend increasing 

amounts of energy using both physiological and behavioral mechanisms to maintain an 

appropriate core temperature.  These thermoregulatory efforts can lead to energetic 

tradeoffs with processes such as foraging, grooming, parenting, and prey avoidance, 

which, in turn, could affect overall fitness (McNamara and Houston 1986, Parmesan and 

Root 2000, Guisan and Zimmermann 2000, Carrascal et al. 2001, Boyles et al. 2011, du 
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Plessis et al. 2012).  Despite the appreciation that the methods and consequences of 

thermoregulation permeate animals’ lives, many questions remain.  Researchers have 

recently stressed the importance of the integration of experimentation and modeling to 

answer these questions (Angilletta and Sears 2011). 

Thermoregulation in birds is heavily studied, which is reflected in a rich literature 

on the topic.  Among endotherms, birds are fairly easy to study and some groups have 

been recognized as being fairly susceptible to climate change (McKechnie and Wolf 

2010).  Birds exist in some of the world’s harshest environments and demonstrate a range 

of habitat tolerances, strategies for success, and adaptations to cope with weather and 

climate.  Traditionally, physiological and behavioral thermoregulation has been studied in 

cold conditions (Root 1988, Huertas and Díaz 2001, Carrascal et al. 2001, Butler et al. 

2007), although an increasing number of studies have investigated thermoregulation in 

hotter climates (Ellis 1980, Clark 1987, Tieleman and Williams 2002, Amat and Masero 

2004, du Plessis et al. 2012, Smit et al. 2013) with a focus on desert conditions and, more 

recently, the potential effects of a temperature increase due to climate change.  While 

there is a general knowledge of the basic mechanisms of thermoregulation in birds, there 

is a need to understand the confounding environmental parameters that act with 

temperature to influence their fitness.   
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CHAPTER 2 

Introduction 
 

Behavioral patterns of birds are significantly affected by temperature, which often 

leads to tradeoffs between time devoted to thermoregulation and other essential tasks like 

foraging, mating, preening, and parenting (McNamara and Houston 1986, Clark 1987, 

Carmi-Winkler et al. 1987, Carrascal et al. 2001, Amat and Masero 2004, du Plessis et al. 

2012).  Under extreme conditions, survival can come at the cost of reproduction, growth, 

or other necessary tasks (Carmi-Winkler et al. 1987, Parmesan and Root 2000, Boyles et 

al. 2011).  It is evident that the thermal environment can significantly affect a species’ 

survival and reproductive success, thus it is important to understand the associated 

environmental variables that work with temperature to affect where and how well they 

survive.  Time, water, and energy budgets are greatly controlled by the microclimate in 

which a bird exists (Wolf and Walsberg 1996).  Other abiotic variables such as wind, 

precipitation, and solar irradiation and biotic factors such as resource availability and 

predation risk have also been shown to alter behavior (Bartholomew and Dawson 1979, 

Clark 1987, Huertas and Díaz 2001, Carrascal et al. 2001, Tieleman and Williams 2002, 

Sergio 2003, Vanderhoff and Eason 2008, Troy and Baccus 2009, Bouchard and 

Anderson 2011, Oswald and Arnold 2012, Carr and Lima 2014, Villen-Perez et al. 2014).  
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Microclimate conditions, specifically wind and solar irradiation, have been attributed to a 

significant and direct influence on a bird’s thermal state (Dawson and Whittow 1976). 

Under warm conditions, birds can become burdened with excessive heat loads 

(Williams and Tieleman 2005).  Heat dissipation limitation theory states that animal 

survival and reproductive success are limited by their heat dissipating capabilities 

(Speakman and Krol 2010).  Some species opt to avoid hot conditions altogether, while 

others use physiological and behavioral adaptations to remain active.  Heat-dissipating 

mechanisms include posturing in a way to allow for cooling through convection from 

uninsulated skin, evaporative cooling (e.g., panting), hyperthermia, and radiation 

(Bartholomew and Dawson 1979, Arad et al. 1989, Tattersall et al. 2009, Bouchard and 

Anderson 2011, du Plessis et al. 2012, Smit et al. 2013).  Chukars, Alectoris chukar, 

spend more time resting as temperature increases (Carmi-Winkler et al. 1987), while 

White-browed Sparrow-Weavers, Plocepasser mahali, increase the frequency of heat-

dissipating behaviors such as panting or exposure of uninsulated skin through wing-

spreading (Smit et al. 2013).  Evaporative cooling is a highly effective mechanism for 

heat dissipation, but can lead to dehydration.  When water is limited, small animals are 

especially susceptible to dehydration because of their small mass, high surface-area-to-

volume ratio, and low thermal inertia (Wolf and Walsberg 1996).  In order to conserve 

water, some species increase their body temperature above ambient (but below their 

critical upper limit) in order to facilitate passive heat loss (Weathers 1981).  Un-feathered 

or lightly-feathered areas on birds provide “thermal windows” for this passive convective 

heat dissipation (Arad et al.1989).  While the heat dissipation limitation theory may not 
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hold up across all conditions, it could become a very interesting consideration as we 

study how species are going to cope with the warming trends associated with climate 

change (IPCC 2007), as there could be more species coping with heat loads beyond what 

they have experienced in the past. 

Solar irradiation is a significant source of thermal energy for birds (Ellis 1980, 

Bakken 1989, Brown and Downs 2003, Chapperon and Seuront 2011), though it is 

relatively understudied, and even when it is considered, it is most often noted (presence 

or absence) but rarely measured.  The development of operative and standard operative 

temperatures to assess the sum of thermal pressures on an animal at any given time, 

essentially using “the animal itself as the thermometer” (Bakken 1980), have allowed a 

more accurate measurement of the thermal state of animals. However, the process is 

mathematically complex and the measuring device, which simulates the animal’s body, 

can be very difficult to design (Bakken 1980, 1992, Bakken et al. 1985, Bakken and 

Angilletta 2014).  

An intuitive hypothesis is that an individual would avoid the sun in warmer 

conditions to avoid heat stress and seek it out in cold temperatures to assist in 

thermoregulation.  In microsite/microclimate selection studies in cold conditions, birds 

select sunnier sites in order to minimize their energetic costs of staying warm.  Further, 

the influence of solar energy is integrated with other pressures, such as wind and 

predation risk (Wolf and Walsberg 1996, Huertas and Díaz 2001, Carrascal et al. 2001), 

to minimize energy expenditure in these cold, energy-limited conditions.  For example, as 

temperature increases, Verdins, Auriparus flaviceps, spend less time at exposed sites 
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(Austin 1976) and significantly enhance water conservation by spending time in the 

shade (Wolf and Walsberg 1996).  In addition, during the summer, adult European 

starlings, Sturnus vulgaris, breeding in a nest box colony exhibit shorter foraging bouts 

when in full sun (Clark 1987).  While these studies acknowledge the influence of solar 

energy on behavior at full sun and full shade, they do not describe how birds respond to 

the naturally varying levels of solar energy in the wild.  I propose the concept of the 

thermal solar niche, defined as a combination of the thermal and solar conditions in 

which a taxon lives.  Further, I hypothesize that variation of these conditions affects 

animals’ behavioral patterns. 

House sparrows, Passer domesticus, (HOSP) are an excellent model organism for 

investigating the effects of temperature and solar energy on avian behavior because they 

are common in many climates and are often exposed to wide variation in temperature and 

solar energy (Anderson 2006).  The global distribution of HOSPs as well as their 

common status across most of their range and their close association with human habitat 

has motivated extensive research on the species, which provides background information 

on this species’ biology (Anderson 2006).  HOSPs are plentiful, year-round residents of 

Washington, D.C. and the mid-Atlantic region where they are found almost exclusively 

in association with human modified environments (Lowther and Cink 1992).  HOSPs are 

granivorous, ground-feeding passerines that are typically very gregarious and frequently 

visit feeders.  As a species, the HOSP demonstrates its climatic adaptability in its 

extensive distribution across two-thirds of land on the planet.  HOSPs also show fidelity 

to their nest territory throughout the year, which allows the study of consistent flocks. 
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Given the thermal environmental pressures on species survival I asked the following 

research questions:  

 How do varying levels of solar energy influence bird behavior? 

 Does the effect of solar energy on behavior vary with temperature? 

 What other environmental parameters influence HOSP behavior?  

 Can manipulating solar energy influence HOSPs behavior? 

And hypotheses: 

 

1. Reduced solar energy will encourage HOSP attendance at feeding stations.  As 

the relative amount of shade provided increases, attendance will increase. 

2. As temperature increases, HOSP attendance at feeding stations will decrease.   

3. Increased relative shade will allow birds to remain active at hot temperatures 

meaning that attendance will be higher in shaded conditions than in not shaded 

conditions at the same high temperature.   
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METHODS 

Data collection 
HOSPs were monitored at feeding stations in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. 

over the summer (June through August) of 2013 to model the patterns of attendance in 

relation to solar energy, temperature, and other environmental variables.  The experiment 

was conducted at three locations between the hours of 900 and 1700 EST.  HOSP 

behavior was monitored while solar energy was manipulated at a feeding station.  Each of 

the three sites were sampled on at least ten days throughout the summer by rotating 

through the three sites approximately every 3–4 sampling days (1 site per sampling day).   

Study sites were open grassy areas (frequently mowed) with full sun exposure 

throughout the sampling period and modest to low human disturbance levels.  Active 

HOSP populations were already present and feeding sites were established near cover 

vegetation to provide retreat sites if the birds were disturbed.  The first site, located in 

Takoma Park, MD (TP), was a residential back yard (38°58'43.26"N, 77° 0'32.45"W).  

Nearby cover used by HOSPs consisted of typical yard shrubs and trees, of which the 

most frequently used was a crape myrtle tree, Lagerstroemia sp., approximately 3 meters 

from the feeding site.  The second site, West Grove Park (WG) in Alexandria, VA, was in 

an isolated part of a dog park not often disturbed by the park visitors (38°46'11.60"N, 77° 

3'29.82"W).  At this site, birds often perched on power lines approximately 3 meters 

above the ground (the feeding site) and in dense shrubs and vines approximately 1.5 
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meters from the feeding site.  The last site, George Mason Park (GM) in Fairfax, VA, was 

a park that included a community garden and had very little other use (approximately 

38°49'18.29"N, 77°16'43.09"W).  Cover included several larger trees and dense shrubs 

and vines 3 to 5 meters from the feeding site. 

For each day of the trials, I removed existing seed and placed one cup of fresh 

mixed wild bird seed (millet, cracked corn, and sunflower seeds) in a shallow, clear, 

plastic dish at the feeding station.  I covered the feeding stations with a shade frame cube 

with an interchangeable black shade cloth top (Sunblocker, Farm Tek; Dyersville,IA) to 

manipulate the solar energy (figure 1).  The shade cloth values specified by the 

manufacturer were 0% (~0. 1 m netting), 30%, 50%, 70%, and 80% (heaviest shade), 

although the actual solar energy transmitted through the cloth varied based on the 

strength of the solar energy conditions at a given time.  Shade treatments were changed at 

1-hour intervals and all of the treatments were presented each day.  The order of 

treatments followed a pre-defined, non-sequential arrangement that alternated over a 5-

day schedule, such that each treatment occurred first through fifth every 5 days.  The 

non-sequential rotation order was set to avoid ordered shade steps between consecutive 

treatments.  Between each treatment, the uneaten bird-seed was collected and 1 cup of 

fresh bird-seed was placed in the dish for the next treatment.  For several weeks before 

the trials, and in-between trial days, I maintained bird-seed and a shade frame (without 

shade cloth; figure 1) at each feeding station to encourage regular attendance and 

acclimate the birds to the novel structure.  
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During each trial, I recorded weather conditions (temperature in ° Celsius, relative 

humidity [%], and wind speed in kph) every 30 seconds at ground level in the open near 

the structure (1-3 m) using a handheld weather station (Kestrel 4000, Nielsen-Kellerman, 

Boothwyn, PA) on a rotating wind vane.  A second weather station (without a wind vane) 

was located underneath the shade frame to collect microclimate data under the 

experimental shade manipulation treatment.  Solar energy was measured in Watts/m
2
 on 

1–2 minute intervals under the shade structure and in full sun nearby using a solar power 

meter (General model DBTU1300; New York City, NY).  HOSP attendance and behavior 

was monitored and recorded both manually by the observer and digitally by a video 

recorder (Sanyo xacti WHI- VPC-WH1; San Diego, CA).  Each day, deployment of the 

equipment (figure 1) was followed by an acclimation period of 15 minutes.  After the 15-

minute acclimation period, I recorded the number of HOSPs under the shade structure 

every 1–2 minutes and recorded age and sex when possible.  In addition, I recorded other 

bird species present under the shade structure and within 10m from the feeding sites and 

other disturbances within a 50m radius that could have elicited a response from the birds 

at the feed location. When the birds flushed, I noted the time and recorded a description 

of the disturbance.  

Data Summary 
The flock at George Mason Park provided inconsistent data that was not included 

in the analysis.  While there was a HOSP flock in and around this park throughout the 

sampling season and the attendance at the feed station began at comparable levels with 
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the other two sites, the numbers quickly declined to only 1–5 birds total visiting the seed 

during the entire 6-hour sampling day as well as several days of zero attendance.  

About 115 hours of observation data was used in the analysis (not using the 70 

hours of data at George Mason), sampled across 10 days at Takoma Park and 13 days at 

West Grove.  Data collection occurred between 9:00 to 17:00, with the majority 

occurring between 9:00 and 15:00. Several other species were recorded in and around the 

experiment (Gray Squirrel, Sciurus carolinensis; Northern Cardinal, Cardinalis 

cardinalis; Common Grackle, Quiscalus quiscula; Mourning Dove, Zenaida macroura; 

Blue Jay, Cyanocitta cristata; Brown-headed Cowbird, Molothrus ater; Song Sparrow, 

Melospiza melodia; European Starling, Sturnus vulgaris; Eastern Towhee, Pipilo 

erythrophthalmus; Grey Catbird, Dumetella carolinensis; American Robin, Turdus 

migratorius; and Northern Mockingbird, Mimus polyglottos), but the Gray Squirrels were 

the only species whose presence appeared to affect the HOSP attendance and were 

therefore included as a nuisance variable in all of the candidate models.  After thinning 

the data set for autocorrelation (see below), there were 860 points in the dataset.   

Data Analysis 
The Takoma Park and West Grove data were proofed for quality at end of 

sampling days and again upon entry into the database.  When necessary, suspect values 

were checked against the observer notes and the video and either corrected if the 

information existed or discarded if incorrect due to observer or meter error.  For example, 

on occasion an insect or bird would shade the sensor on the solar meter, which led to 
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inaccurate readings.  Also sample points with missing values were discarded to avoid 

complications during analysis.  

I used a modeling approach to test if environmental conditions influence 

attendance. Predictor variables were selected based on biological theory and included in a 

global model.  The predictor variables (temperature, TEMP, and solar energy, SE) were 

critical to the research question, making them fundamental in shaping the candidate 

model set (Table 1).   

Temperature was recorded on both weather meters (under the shade structure and 

in ambient conditions).  For temperature (TEMP) in the models, I used the values 

recorded on the exposed weather meter, because the values were highly correlated (see 

Results), the exposed weather meter was under more consistent conditions, and it was the 

more ventilated of the two meters because it was on the wind vane, which is important 

for accurate readings (Nielsen-Kellerman; Kestrel 4000 and Kestrel 4000 Series 

Instruction Manuals).   

I hypothesized that SE in shaded (SES) and exposed (SEE) conditions both affect 

the HOSP attendance under the shade structure.  To incorporate both SES and SEE 

without increasing the number of predictor variables, I created a new variable ΔSE by 

subtracting SES from SEE.  Therefore, ΔSE represents the relative amount of shade 

provided under the apparatus at any given time.   

Bivariate plots were used to explore the influence of the other variables measured 

on attendance.  Based on field observations site, relative humidity (centered to account 

for correlation with temperature, cRH), wind (WIND), and the number of squirrels (SQ) 
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within the shade area appeared to influence the attendance of HOSP. These variables 

were therefore included in all candidate models to control for their influence on HOSP 

attendance.  All statistical analyses were conducted in R (R Development Core Team 

2010). 

Because the response (attendance) is count data, I began the analysis with a 

generalized linear model with a Poisson error distribution (Zuur et al. 2009, Crawley 

2013).  These models account for higher than normal levels of dispersion typically found 

in count data (Zuur et al. 2009).  The frequency of sampling, high variability in the data, 

and the large number of zeroes necessitated testing for auto-correlation, further over-

dispersion, and zero-inflation.  These potential error structures are common in count data 

and dictated the type of model that should be used in the final analysis. 

Due to the frequent sampling of HOSP attendance (1–2 minute scans), the raw 

data in the preliminary models showed substantial temporal auto-correlation.  While there 

are models that can help to account for some of the correlation between consecutive data 

points, such as generalized estimation equations (GEE) and generalized linear mixed 

effects logistic regression (GLMER), preliminary analyses showed that they did not fully 

address the autocorrelation.  GEEs and GLMERs lump data into groups where the values 

are likely to be more similar to one another, and therefore could lead to auto-correlation 

(Zuur et al. 2009, Crawley 2013).  For example, data points collected within a certain 

time period at one location are likely to be more similar to one another than to other data 

from other locations or time periods.  Explicitly accounting for these groupings can help 

address some sources of autocorrelation in count data.  Figure 2a shows the auto-
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correlation function (ACF) output for a GLMER on the full data set (Crawley 2013).  The 

first several intervals show values far exceeding the 95% confidence intervals (blue line) 

indicating auto-correlation within those segments of data.  The ACF plot therefore 

indicated that the GLMER approach did not address the auto-correlation and would likely 

compromise the ability to address the large number of zeros in the data.  Figure 2b is the 

ACF of the zero-inflated negative binomial model on the full dataset, which is very 

similar to the GLMER ACF, and indicates autocorrelation through approximately 6–7 

minutes.  Rather than compromise the strength of the model by using data that was 

temporally auto-correlated meaning that consecutive data points were correlated with one 

another I thinned the data by using 8-minute intervals instead of 2-minute intervals.  I 

used a data point every 8 minutes dropping the data in between.  Thinning resulted in 

greatly reduced ACF values at all intervals (figure 2c).  

Because our initial model of the GLM with a Poisson distribution still showed 

over-dispersion, we used a negative binomial distribution of the GLM to account for 

more over-dispersion than the Poisson by allowing the variance to vary faster than the 

mean (Crawley 2013).  The improvement from the Poisson to the negative binomial 

distribution was demonstrated by the latter having a lower Akaike information criterion 

value (AIC) (Burnham and Anderson 2002). 

The large proportion of zeros (no birds in attendance) in the data could have 

resulted from a number of reasons.  In many cases, zeros can be identified as true zeros 

and false zeros (Zurr et al. 2009).  A true zero would be caused by the actual conditions 

in question leading to a zero count.  In contrast, a false zero occurs when conditions may 
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be acceptable, but a zero is collected for other reasons that can be associated with 

sampling error, or in this study, “bird” error.  In other words, the birds may not be in 

attendance for some reason that is not being measured by the study.  For example the 

HOSP flock could have been visiting a feeder elsewhere, despite the acceptability of the 

conditions at the sampling site.  The response variable, HOSP attendance, had 640 zeros, 

which merited a test for zero-inflation. 

To test for zero-inflation in the data, I used a Vuong test to compare a model 

accounting for zero-inflation to the generalized linear model with a negative binomial 

distribution (Vuong 1989).  The zero-inflated model was superior (Vuong test statistic = -

3.16, p= 0.0008).  The various zero-inflated models handle the zeros differently.  The 

model most appropriate for this study, the zero-inflated negative binomial regression, 

handles the “true” and “false” zeros separately and also allows for the occurrence of zeros 

in the count portion of the model (the true zeros), which is important to the nature of this 

study (Zuur et al. 2009).  The structure of this mixture-type model allows for predictors 

on both the count and zero-inflated (excess zeros) part of the model, although this study 

is only concerned with the predictors of the count (attendance).  The zero-inflated portion 

of the model specified that excess zeros would all come from the same process.  

Throughout the model selection process, the various model types used (R 

functions glm.poisson, glm.nb and zero.infl) had similar output values for the global 

model, which provides validation for this set of predictors and the application of a zero-

inflated model to analyze the data.  In preliminary models, the ΔSE variable performed 
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better than the ambient solar energy (SEE) and solar energy under the apparatus (SES) 

together and on their own. 

Using the zero-inflated negative binomial regression model on the thinned (8-

minute interval) data, I performed model selection based on AIC to identify the best-

fitting models for attendance (Crawley 2013).  The model set (Table 1) was built to test 

the various hypotheses about temperature and solar energy influencing attendance.  The 

other variables previously identified as important were included as a core (controlled) set 

of predictors in all models.  While wind was considered an important environmental 

parameter and initially included in this core variable set both because it played a critical 

role in other studies (Hayes and Gessaman 1980, Bakken and Lee 1992, Wolf and 

Walsberg 1996, Bouchard and Anderson 2011) and because it appeared to be important 

to attendance based on original exploration, it showed no significance as a predictor in 

preliminary models, so I removed it to reduce the number of parameters in the final 

models. 
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RESULTS 

 Throughout the study, temperatures ranged from 18.7 to 42.0°C (Takoma Park: 

exposed temperature 19.1–42.0°C, shade 18.7–40.4°C and West Grove: exposed 20.2–

41.2°C, shade 20.2–39.8°C).  Solar energy ranged from 15.3–1513.0 W/m
2
 at Takoma 

Park and from 11–1770 W/m2 at West Grove.  Attendance (# of HOSPs) ranged from 0 

to 36 at Takoma Park (TP) and 0 to 20 at West Grove (WG).  Attendance at Takoma Park 

was significantly higher than that at West Grove (t-test p-value = 1.471e-08, figure 3a).  

Wind speed varied from 0.0–15.9 km/h at West Grove and 0.0–12.2 km/h at Takoma 

Park.  Relative humidity ranged from 23.3–89.6 %.  There were up to three squirrels 

present under the shade apparatus at any one time.  Upon preliminary investigation of the 

data, the shaded treatments had higher attendance than the no shade treatment (t-test, t# = 

-4.3895, p-value = 1.213e-05, figure 3a).   

The average exposed temperature was 29.5 °C and the average temperature under 

the structure was 28.8 °C. When compared using a paired t-test there was a significant 

difference (t#= 9.28, df = 859, p < 0.001).  This difference can be explained by the margin 

of error for the device (+/- 1 °C plus 2-3% of the actual temperature reading to allow for 

changing conditions and reading error) (Nielsen-Kellerman; Kestrel 4000 and Kestrel 

4000 Series Instruction Manuals).  The average difference between the two temperature 

readings (Δ temperature) was 1.6 °C (SD = 2.22, Standard error = 0.08).  Further the two 
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values were highly correlated, r (860) = 0.83, p <0.001 (figure 4).  Because we are 

interested in the general trends and relationships rather than predictive capabilities of the 

models this discrepancy shouldn’t affect the results. These findings demonstrate that 

though the two sets of temperature data are different this difference can be accounted for 

largely by the instrumental limitations and they are comparable based on the high level or 

correlation between the two instruments.   

The top-ranked model (based on AIC) was the global model, which contained an 

interaction between temperature (TEMP) and the amount of shade (ΔSE) (Table 2).  The 

second- and third-highest ranked models included only temperature (TEMP) and the 

additive influence of temperature and shade (TEMP + ΔSE), respectively.  The top three 

models fall within the confidence set according to AIC weight (comparable to 95% 

confidence interval) for these models.  Neither model 4 which contained ΔSE and the 

control predictors nor model 5, which was the null model with only the control 

predictors, were compelling explanations of HOSP attendance (Zuur et al. 2009).  Using 

AIC weight to calculate the relative probability of a model being the strongest model 

within the set, the top (global) model is 1.33 and 2 times more likely a stronger model 

than the second and third models, respectively.  Further, the top model was 14.98 times 

more likely the strongest model within the set than the null hypothesis.  The strength of 

the top model highlights the importance of the interaction term denoting the influence of 

temperature and ΔSE on each other’s effect on HOSP attendance.  More simply, the 

effect of ΔSE on attendance varied by temperature and vice versa (figure 5).   
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According to the top model, HOSP attendance increases with temperature 

(TEMP) and the amount of shade (ΔSE).  In regard to the interaction, the influence of 

shade (ΔSE) decreases as temperature (TEMP) increases.  Based on the z-tests all of the 

predictors in the top model (TEMP, ΔSE, cRH, SITE, and SQ) were significant (Table 3). 

Figure 6 demonstrates a decreasing trend in HOSP attendance as SE under the 

apparatus increases.  Figure 7 shows a possible non-linear relationship between 

temperature and HOSP attendance.  This raw data suggests that there may be a threshold 

or a peak in attendance with attendance increasing until around 30°C and then decreasing 

beyond that which could imply a non-linear relationship.  The conditions during sampling 

rarely reached the higher and lower temperature ranges but with more data this 

interesting pattern could be explored more thoroughly.  The high number of zeros in the 

data prevents the application of trend lines or simple analysis in both cases. 
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DISCUSSION 

The strength of the global model, which includes an interaction between 

temperature and the amount of shade provided, demonstrates the influence of solar 

energy on the manner in which temperature affects animal behavior.  Evidence of a more 

complex thermal niche (in this case, the thermal solar niche) is important to consider 

when studying behavioral and even evolutionary response to climate change.  The top 

model was the only one to include the interaction between solar energy and temperature.  

The results indicate that when temperature or shade increase alone, attendance also 

increases but the interaction between temperature and solar energy indicates that as 

temperature increases the influence of shade decreases. Thus the relationship between 

temperature and solar radiation is complex and needs to be accounted for in models that 

predict behavioral responses to climate change.  

Site, relative humidity, and squirrel presence also had a significant effect on house 

sparrow attendance. These variables were included in all models to control for their 

influences. HOSP attendance was higher at Takoma Park than at West Grove which is 

most likely due to a larger HOSP flock in that area, which is presumable due to the higher 

density of human dwellings in Takoma Park. Temperature and relative humidity are 

highly correlated and there are studies suggesting both the possible influence of relative 

humidity on behavior (Smit et. al. 2013), and the contrary (Hayward et. al. 2013).  To 
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manage the complication associated with correlation between predictors (in this case 

between temperature and relative humidity) the relative humidity values were centered.  

In addition squirrel presence was also an important variable toward the attendance of 

HOSP at the feeders. During observation it appeared that HOSP attendance was be 

discouraged by squirrels but according to the models HOSP attendance actually increases 

with SQ presence.  This could mean that squirrels may be following a similar behavioral 

pattern as the birds.  

As predicted, HOSP attendance increased with shade, which supports the 

hypothesis that birds are trying to limit the heat load delivered by solar energy. Other 

researchers have also found that endothermic animals under heat stress tend to avoid 

solar exposure (Austin 1976, Carmi-Winkler et al. 1987; Clark 1987).  There are 

surprisingly few studies on birds at their thermal limits in hot temperatures, however it is 

thought that birds limit their time in full sun by changing their foraging patterns, resting 

more often or longer during the warmest part of the day and choosing more sheltered 

locations as temperatures increase.  The literature is also deficient in studies that measure 

solar energy, as those that discuss animal behavior simply note the presence or absence of 

shade. In contrast, most studies focus on the influence of sun in winter or cold weather, 

where animals seek out the sun when temperatures are low and thermal energy is limited 

(Carrascal et al. 2001, Huertas and Díaz, 2001, Villen-Perez et al. 2014).   

HOSP attendance decreased with increased solar energy, which adds support for 

the importance of the affect of solar energy on animal behavior. This negative 

relationship between attendance and solar energy argues for the inclusion of quantitative 
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rather than qualitative measures of solar energy in future studies. The decreased influence 

of shade as temperature increases (noted by the interaction parameter estimate) could be 

interpreted in more than one way.  It could indicate that temperature becomes more 

important and shade becomes less important as conditions warm, in which case 

temperature would be the primary driver and solar energy influences the effect of 

temperature.  However the importance of both variables will be determined by how close 

the temperature and solar radiation are to the limits of a species thermal neutral zone. 

More data on both temperature and solar energy in the extreme hot temperature range 

needs to be collected to better assess the interaction of these variables at higher 

temperatures.   

The importance of the interaction between temperature and solar energy to 

explain HOSP attendance demonstrates the complexity of the often oversimplified 

influence of temperature on animals.  Currently, the thermal environment and water 

availability are the two primary elements used for predictions of animal and plant 

responses to climate change, in regard to large-scale range shifts (Tingley et al. 2009, 

Boucher-Lalonde et al. 2014).  Solar energy can also influence the effect of temperature 

on animals and, therefore, should also be taken into consideration and further explored 

for predictive responses of animals to climate change.  

Counter to my prediction attendance increased with temperature.  An animal’s 

success and survival is limited by the availability of energy within their environment and 

we predicted that HOSPs would reach a physiological limit in regard to their thermal 

energy load such that attendance would decrease as temperatures increased. However, the 
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data at high temperatures were very limited due to the weather during the field season 

making it challenging to make any conclusions regarding the higher thermal ranges.  The 

heat dissipation limit theory (Speakman and Król 2010) explains that animals are 

restricted by their ability to release thermal energy, which could explain why HOSP 

attendance would decrease with temperature increase, especially under warmer 

conditions, as the HOSP would avoid exposure and activity when burdened with a heavy 

thermal load.  This pattern was observed in European Starling spending shorter foraging 

bouts when operative temperatures were above 31.5°C but not below (Clark 1987). 

While some of the trends in the model did not behave as expected, the raw data 

suggests that there may be a threshold or a peak in attendance around 30°C similar to the 

threshold documented by Clark (1987) in European starling.  If this is the case, a non-

linear model would provide a better fit if there were more data at higher temperatures.  

Attendance may be encouraged by temperature to a certain point, but then begin to 

decrease as it continues to get warmer, especially if the temperature is warmer than the 

thermal limits of the study species.  The internal daytime temperature of a HOSP is 

~41°C and its thermal neutral zone (TNZ) is reported by several sources to range 

approximately from 22.5–35.0°C (Anderson 2006).  The weather during the study 

(summer of 2013) in the Washington, D.C. area was cooler than normal.  The mean 

temperature during sampling hours was 29.5°C (85°F), which is several degrees below 

average for the region.  These conditions did not push the limits of the HOSPs very often, 

which led to a shortage of information about HOSPs when they were thermally stressed.  
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With more data at the hotter and colder end of the spectrum and the application of a non-

linear model, this relationship may be more clearly understood.  

Endothermic animals must maintain a stable core temperature to keep their organs 

functioning properly.  As a result, when ambient temperatures are below an endotherms’ 

TNZ, they spend much of their time acquiring food for thermoregulation, seeking out 

sources of thermal energy, and avoiding heat loss.  In contrast, when temperatures are 

above endotherms’ TNZ they avoid and shed thermal energy. Integrating theories that 

describe the energetic limitations of a species’ fitness should provide a more accurate 

basis for future research.  The factors interacting with temperature are thoroughly studied 

in regard to physiological thermoregulation (Dawson and Whittow 2000), but are greatly 

overlooked when understanding their role in influencing an animal’s response to its 

environment.  Evans (2012) suggests that the oversimplification of models to explain 

ecological phenomena can lead to overgeneralization of our knowledge about how 

systems will behave in the future. 

Broad theory and generalizable models may be the best approach to large-scale 

affects of climate change on communities or groups of similar species. However, at 

smaller scales individuals and populations will cope with more nuanced climactic 

conditions, which will affect their ecological, physiological and behavioral states 

(Jenouvrier 2013).  These interactions could potentially be better assessed on a more local 

or microhabitat scale and play a critical role is assessing the success of species in 

particular habitats as well as which landscapes are essential for conservation (Root and 

Schneider 2006, Putten et al. 2010, Jenouvrier 2013).  An animal’s adaptive potential can 
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be used as a predictive tool for assessing a species’ vulnerability to climate change and a 

major component of a species’ adaptability to climate change is its capacity to 

behaviorally adjust to a changing climate (Huey et al. 2012, Khaliq et al. 2014).  

Studying animal behavior in response to not only temperature but also the interacting 

weather conditions, such as solar energy, will enable a more thorough understanding of a 

species’ ability to cope with and/or adapt to the changing climate. 

The interactions of environmental conditions could play a significant role in how 

species begin to cope with warming conditions.  Considering the additive and interactive 

effects of climate is critical to understanding how a species will respond to its 

environment.  This study’s results indicate that behavioral responses need to be integrated 

with other species specific attributes, climate, and weather conditions to create models 

about range shifts and extinction risk due to climate change because animal behavior 

varies based on environmental conditions.  The adaptive potential provided by behavior 

modification will absolutely play a role in how some species cope with new climates and 

will shape their responses to climate change.  Therefore, behavior modifications should 

be integrated into predictions as well (Evans 2012, Evans et al. 2013).  My results affirm 

what often may be intuitively assumed: solar energy influences the way temperature 

affects an animal and also how that animal responds to temperature.  This insight into the 

thermal solar niche of HOSPs will hopefully inspire further investigation of solar energy 

and other environmental conditions interacting with temperature.  A more comprehensive 

understanding of the thermal influence on animals is especially important as 

environmental conditions approach the thermal thresholds for many species.    
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TABLES 

Table 1: Candidate set of models 

 

 

 

 

 

 Model Description 

1

 

  

 

                         

ATTEN ~  

EXPTEMP * ΔSE 

+ WIND + cRH + 

SITE + SQ                 

 

Attendance is affected by an interaction between 

temperature and the amount of shade (HYP #3). 

The interaction includes the additive effects of both 

EXPTEMP and ΔSE. 

*GLOBAL MODEL* 

2 ATTEN ~  

EXPTEMP + ΔSE  

+ WIND + cRH + 

SITE + SQ  

Attendance affected by the amount of shade and 

temperature separately. 

3 ATTEN ~  

ΔSE  

+ WIND + cRH + 

SITE + SQ                                        

Attendance is affected by the amount of shade (HYP #1). 

4 ATTEN ~  

EXPTEMP  

+ WIND + cRH + 

SITE + SQ                             

Attendance is affected by temperature (HYP #2). 

5

  

ATTEN ~  

WIND + cRH + 

SITE + SQ                   

*NULL* 
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Table 2: Comparison of the candidate set of zero-inflated negative binomial regression 

models that describe HOSP attendance.  Site, centered relative humidity (cRH), and 

squirrel (SQ) are included in all models. 

Model K AIC ΔAIC AICw  

1 TEMP*ΔSE 6 2051.429   0.426 

2 TEMP + ΔSE 5 2052.811 1.382 0.213 

3 TEMP 4 2051.995 0.566 0.321 

4 ΔSE 4 2058.705 7.276 0.011 

5 NULL 3 2056.843 5.414 0.028 

 

Table 3: Model summaries for the top three zero-inflated negative binomial models.   

P-value significance codes:  0 '***', 0.001 '**', 0.01 '*'  

 

Rank Model Estimate se z P AIC 

1  

TEMP 0.1128 0.0249 4.527 5.99e-06 *** 

2051.429 

ΔSE 0.0039 0.0002 16.147 < 2e-16 *** 

cRH 1.4361 0.4431 3.241 0.0012 **  

SITE -1.1582 0.1492 -7.765 8.19e-15 *** 

SQ 0.4622 0.1478 3.127 0.0018 **  

TEMP:ΔSE -0.0001       

        

3  

TEMP 0.0703 0.0251 2.799 0.0051**  

2052.811 

ΔSE -0.0003 0.0002 -1.091 0.2752 

cRH 1.2330 0.4490 2.746 0.0060 **  

SITE WG -1.1696 0.1518 -7.706 1.3e-14 *** 

SQ 0.4392 0.1499 2.93 0.0034 **  

         

2  

TEMP 0.0634 0.0243 2.61 0.0091 **  

2051.995 
cRH 1.2871 0.4475 2.876 0.0040 **  

SITE -1.1343 0.1477 -7.681 1.58e-14 *** 

SQ 0.4538 0.1501 3.024 0.0025 **  
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FIGURES 
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Figure 1: Experimental set up. PVC (1 inch diameter) frame (1.5m x 1.5m x 1.5m) with 

interchangeable shade cloth (Sunblocker, Farm Tek; Dyersville,IA, color: black, shade 

cloth weights 0% (no shade), 30%, 50%, 70%, and 80%). Seed dish (clear plastic flower 

pot saucer, 10 inch diameter by 1.41 inch height).   
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A)

 
 

B)   
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C)  

 
Figure 2:  (A) Auto-correlation function (ACF) of generalized linear mixed effects 

logistic regression on the full data set.  Lag is the 2-minute sampling interval and the blue 

line indicates the confidence interval.  (B) ACF of zero-inflated negative binomial 

regression on the full data set.  Lag is the 2-minute sampling interval and the blue line 

indicates the confidence interval.  (C) ACF of zero-inflated negative binomial regression 

on the 8 minute thinned data set.  Lag is the 8-minute sampling interval and the blue line 

indicates the confidence interval 
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A) 

 
B) 

 
Figure 3: (A) Average HOSP attendance for each site.  Attendance at Takoma Park 

(light gray) was significantly higher than that at West Grove (dark gray) (t-test t# = 

10.3071, p-value = <2.2e-16).  (B) Average HOSP attendance for shaded (dark gray) 

and unshaded (light gray) treatments with standard error bars.  The shaded treatments 

had significantly higher attendance than the no shade treatment (t-test t#= -4.3895, p-

value = 1.213e-05).   
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Figure 4: Exposed temperature (°C) plotted against shaded temperature including a 

linear trend line demonstrating high level of correlation between the two sets of 

temperature readings. 
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Figure 5: HOSP attendance predicted by the top ranked (global) zero-inflated negative 

binomial regression model explained by temperature (°C) and the amount of shade 

provided (ΔSE or dSE in figure, W/m
2
).  The changing slopes of the surface demonstrate 

the interactive relationship between temperature and ΔSE.  Because the predictions at 

the extreme temperatures and ΔSE’s are not backed by a large amount of data and are 

not common in nature, direct your attention to the middle ranges of ΔSE and 

temperature.  As temperature and the relative amount of shade increases so does 

attendance.  Also notice that the slope appears to decrease as values increase suggesting 

a possible threshold not captured in this dataset. 
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Figure 6: The relationship between HOSP attendance (# of birds) and solar energy 

under the shade apparatus (W/m
2
) for all treatments (shade, gray open symbols; no 

shade, black closed symbols.  Trend-line not included due to the zero inflation. 
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Figure 7: The relationship between HOSP attendance (# of birds) and temperature (°C) 

for shaded (gray open symbols) and without shade (no shade) treatments (black closed 

symbols) at both Takoma Park and West Grove. Trend-line not included due to the zero 

inflation. 
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APPENDIX 1:  House Sparrow Visit Duration 

 This study initially included house sparrow (HOSP) visit duration at the feeding 

station in relation to weather as an additional relationship to describe their thermal solar 

niche.  The hypotheses followed the structure of those for attendance.  I predicted that 

visit duration would decrease as temperature and solar energy increased, and that visits 

would be longer in the shade versus the sun at the same high temperature.  Due to the 

lack of strong patterns in the preliminary data and the low quality of the video recordings 

this component of the study was not included in main body of the report. 

Visit duration was collected from the video recorded during the experiment by 

taking the difference between a bird’s departure and arrival times to the shaded area 

which allowed for more accurate measurement.  Approximately 180 hours of video were 

recorded over the season (Takoma Park, 50 hours; West Grove, 60 hours; and George 

Mason, 70 hours). Videos were viewed with Windows Media Player which allowed video 

to be played in slow motion and zoomed-in when necessary and data was gathered in a 

Microsoft Excel database.  The viewer would note arrival time, sex and or age when 

possible, behaviors throughout the visit and departure time. The data were only used for 

analysis when the bird left the shade unprovoked by other birds, animals, or stimuli in the 

area.  Because of their distinct markings, adult male birds where the only age/sex 

category that could be distinguished with any certainty.  Despite having the camera set to 

the highest quality, the video was not clear enough to distinguish the adult females from 

the immature birds.  If the visit measurements had been taken in the field during the 

experiment the context of the situation would have been useful in determining the nature 
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of the arrival and departures (whether the birds was progressing in and out of the shaded 

area completely “undisturbed”) both in regards to the surrounding stimuli but also 

spatially in regards to movements around the structure that were not in the field of view 

of the camera which both could have made the decision to include the bird in the data less 

subjective.  

 Preliminary graphical exploration of the data on one quarter of the videos from 

Takoma Park and West Grove (approximately 2,400 visits) found inconclusive trends 

between visit duration and other environmental variables thus I did not pursue visit 

duration in the analysis.   

There was an interesting difference between visit duration based on sex and age.  

Adult male birds made shorter visits to the shade area than non-adult male birds as 

demonstrated in figure A (t# = -11.0886401, df = 534, p < 0.0001).  This difference may 

merit further investigation but there are certain factors that would make the results more 

informative.  I could not distinguish between juveniles and adult females due to the poor 

quality of the video which is an important difference that would be necessary to make 

any important conclusions about this phenomenon. 

The interesting questions that drove the consideration of this behavior still remain.  

Could different environmental conditions be driving attendance and visit duration?  Are 

there differences in the make-up of models that explain attendance and visit duration?  In 

our case the attendance was a much cleaner measure but I believe with additions to the 

methodology and experimental design and further exploration of the data visit duration 

could be a very informative measure as well. 
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Figure A.  Visit duration for adult males (dark gray) and all other age/sex classes (“Not 

Male”; light gray) with standard error bars. Adult male visits were shorter than non-adult 

male visits (t-test, t# = -11.0886401, df = 534, p < 0.0001).   
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APPENDIX 2: Analysis Code written for R 

 

#1 loading object 
getwd() 

atten <-  read.csv("Attendance_9_4.csv", header=TRUE) #full 

dataset 

 

#2 creating new time variable in different format 
atten$time2 <- strptime(attend$TIME, format="%H:%M") 

 

 

#3 create centered RH value to deal with the correlation with temperature 
atten$cRH <- ((attend$RH)/mean(attend$RH)) 

 

 

#4 Count data...using glm in poisson ditribution 
require(MASS) 

glm.atten  <-  glm ( ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP * dSE + cRH + SITE + 

SQ , data = atten, family = poisson) 

 

 

#5  Model validation- looking at residuals- hist, across predicted values and all predictors 
resid <- residuals (glm.atten) 

plot (resid) 

resid.lag <- cbind(resid[-1], resid[1:(length(resid) - + 

1)]) 

cor(resid.lag) 

#More residual validation- patterns in these plots could 

indicate issues with the parameters in the models 

op <- par(mfrow = c(4, 2), mar = c(5, 4, 1, 2)) 

plot(glm.atten, add.smooth = FALSE, which = 1) 

E <- resid(glm.atten) 

hist(E, xlab = "Residuals", main = "") 

plot(attend$EXPTEMP, E, xlab = "temp",ylab = "Residuals") 

plot(attend$dSE, E, xlab = "delta SE",ylab = "Residuals") 

plot(attend$SITE, E, xlab = "site", ylab = "residuals") 

plot (attend$cRH, E, xlab = "centered RH", ylab = 

"residuals") 

plot (attend$WIND, E, xlab = "wind", ylab = "residuals") 

plot (attend$SQ, E, xlab = "SQ", ylab = "residuals") 

par(op) 

 

#6  test for overdispersion 
glm.atten$deviance/glm.atten$df.residual 
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# another way 
sum.glm <- summary(glm.atten) 

(phi <- sum.glm$deviance / sum.glm$df.residual) 

# another 
pchisq(glm.atten$deviance, glm.atten$df.residual, 

lower.tail=FALSE, log.p=FALSE) 

 

#7 use negative binomial distribution to try to account for the overdispersion 
require(pscl) 

glm.nb <- glm.nb(ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP * dSE + cRH + SITE + SQ, 

data = atten, link="log") 

# is it an improvement 

AIC (glm.atten) 

AIC (glm.nb) 

 

#8 test for zero-inflation 
zip.nb <- zeroinfl(ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP * dSE + cRH + SITE + SQ, 

data = atten, dist="negbin", link="logit") 

# Compare zero-inflated to glm.nb 
vuong(glm.nb,zip.nb)  

 

#9 looking at residuals of the zeroinfl model 
op <- par (mfrow = c (4, 2), mar = c(4, 4, 1, 1)) 

plot (residuals(zip.nb, type = "pearson") ~ fitted 

(zip.nb), ylab = "pearson residuals") 

plot (residuals(zip.nb, type = "pearson") ~ EXPTEMP, data = 

atten, ylab = "pearson residuals") 

plot (residuals(zip.nb, type = "pearson") ~ dSE, data = 

atten, ylab = "pearson residuals") 

plot (residuals(zip.nb, type = "pearson") ~ cRH, data = 

atten, ylab = "pearson residuals") 

plot (residuals(zip.nb, type = "pearson") ~ SITE, data = 

atten, ylab = "pearson residuals") 

plot (residuals(zip.nb, type = "pearson") ~ SQ, data = 

atten, ylab = "pearson residuals") 

par (op) 

 

#10 testing for independence (temporal autocorrelation) 
resid.zip.nb <- residuals (zip.nb, type = "pearson") 

plot(resid.zip.nb) 

acf (resid.zip.nb, main = "") 

 

 

#11 trying a GEE and GLMER to handle possibly the temporal autocorrelation 
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require(geepack) 

gee.glm <- geeglm(ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP * dSE + cRH + SITE + SQ, 

data = atten, family = poisson, id = ID, corstr = "ar1") 

#GLMER 

require(lme4) 

glmer <- glmer(ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP * dSE + cRH + SITE + SQ + 

(1|DATE), data = atten, family = poisson) 

# ACF's 
resid.gee <- residuals(gee.glm) 

acf(resid.gee) 

resid.glmer <- residuals(glmer) 

acf(resid.glmer) 

 

#12 Autocorrelation not managed by GEE or GLMER- thinned data and return to zero-

inflated model 
getwd() 

attend  <-  read.csv("8minAtten.csv", header=TRUE) #read 

data into R, save as object 'attend' 

 

zip.nb1 <- zeroinfl(ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP * dSE + cRH + SITE + SQ 

| 1 , data = attend, dist="negbin", link="logit") 

 

zip.nb2 <- zeroinfl(ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP + dSE + cRH + SITE + SQ 

| 1 , data = attend, dist="negbin", link="logit") 

summary(zip.nb2) 

 

zip.nb3 <- zeroinfl(ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP + cRH + SITE + SQ | 1 , 

data = attend, dist="negbin", link="logit") 

summary(zip.nb3) 

 

zip.nb4 <- zeroinfl(ATTEN ~ dSE + cRH + SITE + SQ | 1 , 

data = attend, dist="negbin", link="logit") 

summary(zip.nb4) 

 

zip.nb5 <- zeroinfl(ATTEN ~ cRH + SITE + SQ | 1 , data = 

attend, dist="negbin", link="logit") 

summary(zip.nb5) 

 

AIC(zip.nb1) 

AIC(zip.nb2) 

AIC(zip.nb3) 

AIC(zip.nb4) 

AIC(zip.nb5) 
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####BASIC STATS#### 

 
t.test(ATTEN ~ SITE, data =  attend) 

 

t.test(ATTEN ~ treat, data = attend) 

 

 

####FIGURES#### 

 
plot(ATTEN~EXPTEMP, data = attend, xlab = "Ambient 

Temperature (Degrees Celsius)", ylab = "HOSP Attendance (# 

of birds)", subset = TREAT != "N", col = "dimgrey") 

points(ATTEN ~ EXPTEMP, data = attend, subset = TREAT== 

"N", col = "black", pch = 16) 

 

 

plot(ATTEN~SES, data = attend, xlab = "Solar Energy in the 

Shade (W/m2)", ylab = "HOSP Attendance (# of birds)", 

subset = TREAT != "N", col = "dimgrey") 

points (ATTEN ~ SES, data = attend, subset = TREAT == "N", 

col = "black", pch = 16) 

 

#### Surface 
atten.fit2 = expand.grid(list(EXPTEMP = seq(0, 

max(attend$EXPTEMP), 1), dSE = seq(0, max(attend$dSE), 20), 

SITE = "TP", cRH = mean(attend$cRH) , SQ = 

mean(attend$SQ))) 

z = predict(zip.nb1, newdata = atten.fit2, se = TRUE, type 

= "response") 

atten.fit2$Attendance = as.numeric(z) 

wireframe(Attendance ~ EXPTEMP*dSE, data = atten.fit2, xlab 

= "Temperature (degrees C)", ylab = "Shade (SEE-SES 

(W/m2))", main = "Thermal Solar prediction of Attendance", 

drape = FALSE, colorkey = FALSE) 

 

 

rotate.wireframe(Attendance ~ EXPTEMP*dSE, data = 

atten.fit2, xlab = "Temperature (Degrees C)", ylab = "Shade 

(dSE (W/m2))", zlab = "Attendance", drape = FALSE, colorkey 

= FALSE) 

 

# Fine tunes to wireframe for figure 
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wireframe(Attendance ~ EXPTEMP*dSE, data = atten.fit2, xlab 

= "Temperature (Degrees C)", ylab = "Shade (dSE (W/m2))",  

drape = FALSE, colorkey = FALSE, screen = list (x = -90, y 

= 160, z = 0), zlab = list(rot = 90), scales = 

list(distance = 0.75), outer = FALSE) 
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